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Jan Kancre
Jan Kancre

Species: Nepleslian
Gender: Male

Age: 22

Family (or Creators): Johh Kancre, Father, Nespleslian, Deceased; Jam Kancre, Brother, Nespleslian,
Deceased; June Kancre,Sister, Nespleslian, Deceased

Zodiac Sign: Leo
Height: 6'3
Weight: 221 lbs

Organization Nepleslian Star Navy
Rank Private Third Class

Occupation Power Armor Pilot/Marine
Current Placement NSN 4th Fleet

Jan In Roleplay

Jan is a Player Character made by Kakin 1) and played by fiver. He is newly assigned to the NSN 4th Fleet.
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Physical Characteristics

Height: 6'3 Mass: 221 lbs

Build and Skin Colour: Athletic, and spartan in form with toned skin. Fairly average build and well
toned. Delsaurian.

Facial Features and Eye Color: Deep blue eyes, a very notable feature against his skin-tone. Usually
shaved. Has aggresive eyebrows

Hair Color and Style: Short and cropped for the purpose of practicality. Was once very long and
straight, suiting his Delsaurian Nepleslian background. Has recently grown into a messier style, complete
with bushy sideburns. Has been cut back down to the old short and cropped style

Distinguishing Features: Deep blue eyes, a very notable feature against his skin-tone.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Jan was the youngest of three-children and often felt ignored which has trickled down into
his personality later in life. He seems to believe he exists in the shadows of other people and prefers to
blend in rather than stand out, whether or not this benefits him. Other than this minor complex, he
seems to be quite friendly and out-going if the oppertunity and mood present themselves under the
proper circumstances. While not the type to usually start a conversation, he'll often parry one quite
happily, regardless of who it's with though he isn't entirely confident around women. He tends to take
insults rather well, making something of a game over who can trump who. While not entirely selfless, he
does understand the importance of the group over the individual which served him well during group
exersizes in boot-camp and gives him motivation in a crisis which surprisingly allows him to keep a level
head and think things through. Jan likes to feel like a functional part of a team and enjoys praise.
Becomes incredibly violent at the prospect of fighting NMX

Likes: Physical Exercise & working out, Music, History, People, being recognized for a good deed,
Theatrical Action, complex equipment, and trying new things. Loves killing and torturing NMX with
Knives.

Dislikes: Violence without cause or provocation, Racism, Being lied to or the pressure caused by lying,
being ignored outright

Goals: It's a bit early to decide but doing something with his life to making his father proud would make
it all worth it.

History
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Pre-RP

The youngest of three children, Jan often felt ignored. He was raised with his slight older twin brother and
sister by their father. The man was a military veteran who retired following the death of his wife to raise
the trio. While Jan often felt ignored, he was the closest of the trio to their father and went out of his way
to try and make him proud which he often did by trying to match his father's compitence in both military
and civilian life. His father's civilian interests moved into mechanics which Jan followed intently, often
listening to stories about his father's old unit. During high school, Jan was fairly popular because of his
abilities in sports but remained modest. Unfortunately, academics didn't come quite so naturally but with
hard work and determination, Jan over came his limitations to please himself and his father and the
memory of his mother.

While his teachers wanted Jan to go into college, Jan chose a military career as he felt a soldier would be
more useful to the world than another white collar drone in some office complex.

Jan passed Boot Camp with a recommendation and is awaiting reassignment into a unit.

Service Record

Basic Training

Basic Military Training

NSS Acadia

Punched out a goddamned Gunship over Rok'Veru. Then he found out his entire family was killed by the
squids.

Skills

Fighting

Jan knows how to pilot power armors beyond the general knowledge provided by fighting/physical,
recalling years of knowledge from his father, a successful armor pilot, now veteran. Jan can also operate
hand-controlled flight systems. Although he is very skilled in armor maneuvering and weapons operations
in both combat and non-combat situations, he does not yet have the front-line experience to make
confident tactical decisions or have a full scope of the battle-field without computer assistance though he
has shown great promise in space-based engagements.
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Communication

Jan is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in both
combat and non-combat conditions. Jan is fluent in Nepleslian. He can speak and write both correctly and
efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire and so forth.

Survival

Jan has been trained to survive in hostile environments. He can build shelters, hunt and forage for food,
build a fire, etcetera. Jan also has an understanding of how to use stealth to his advantage can also
camouflage himself. Jan is familiar with guerrilla warfare tactics.

Stratey(Tactics/Discipline)

Jan can understand and give out tactical commands and work with his troop to follow those commands
efficiently. He knows the importance of teamwork on the battlefield, has been intensively trained in
discipline and morale, and is able to recognize the command structure even while under extreme
pressure (combat, etc). Jan is able to recognize ambush points. He knows basic math in order to calculate
distances, and so forth, and can use a tactical map.

Physical

Following a similar exercize reigime to his father from a very young age, Jan is in prime physical condition
and understands the importance of remaining so.

Entertainment

Jan openly enjoys some of the finer things in life, such as theater and music despite not knowing a great
deal about them beyond the many stories his father told him as a boy. Jan isn't too shabby at acting, to
be honest and while he wouldn't admit it, a little drink can lead to a lot of song and dance.

Knowledge(History)

Aside from his father's many stories, Jan has taken his time to read up and get a firm understanding of
his history and enjoys reading non-fiction as a pastime. While he's no history buff, he likes to think he
knows a little more than his comrades do.
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Inventory

Clothing

10x Denim Jeans
20x T-Shirts
5x Normal Shirts
1x Leather Gloves
5x Boxers

Star Army Uniforms

2 Pullover shirt, green, with rank patches on shoulder pads and name plate
4 T-Shirts, white
4 underwear, white
2 Khaki cargo pants
1 Beret, green, with flash patch
1 pair gloves, leather, black
1 pair boots, black (or khaki)
6 pair boot Socks, white
1 Belt, dark green (pants)

Weather Gear

Workout Clothing and Undergarments

1x Sweat Suit

Accessories

1 pair identification tags, metal, with name and hometown

1x Zen Arms .45 caliber pistol,with ammunition

1x HHG High Hybrid Gun, with ammunition

1x Custom Durandium Knife with Chain Blade and Poison Resevoir

1x Custom Massive Knife, with Chain and Heatblade attachments, and a hollow blade with
internalised Battery.

Personal Hygiene
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Electronics

Electronic Money Card

Miscellaneous

Finances

Jan is currently a Private Third Class in the SMDION. He receives a weekly salary of 50 DA per week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 DA Starting Funds
2685 DA 310 DA Clothing
2000 DA 685 DA HHG And Ammo
1300 DA 700 DA Custom Knife
1050 DA 250 DA More Knives
6250 DA 5200 DA 2~years Backpay
4690 DA 1560 DA KANCRE TOMAHAWK
6250 DA 1560 DA Sold the Axe

OOC Discussion
Character Data
Character Name Jan Kancre
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Nepleslian Personnel Database System
Career Status Active Duty
Branch NSN

1)
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